
The home builders
Bajaj, Varsha, author.

(Print Book) Various woodland creatures
make their homes and prepare for their
young.

In the Woods
Elliott, David/ Dunlavey, Rob (ILT)

(Print Book) The stealthy bobcat, the
inquisitive raccoon, and the dignified bear
waking up from his winter nap are just a
few of the glorious animals featured in this
collection of poems and woodland scenes.

Woodland Dreams
Jameson, Karen

(Print Book) In rhyming text, a little girl and
her dog wander through the woods,
saying goodnight to all her favorite wild
animals before finally arriving at her own

cabin for a good night's sleep.

On Sleepy Hill
Hegarty, Patricia

(Print Book) Forest animals get ready to
settle down for bedtime in this book filled
with intricate, die-cut, peek-through pages.

Little Owl's day
by Divya Srinivasan.

(Print Book) Little Owl explores the forest
at daytime after being woken up by a noisy
squirrel.

El dâia del pequeäno bâuho
Divya Srinivasan ; traducciâon: Joana Delgado

(Print Book, Spanish Edition) Pequeño
búho explora el bosque durante el día
después de ser despertado por una ardilla
ruidosa.
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Who Ate My Chestnut?
??????????
Lei Xia Chao Wang

(Print Book, Chinese/English Bilingual) A
squirrel looks everywhere for the chestnut

he has buried. (Text in Chinese in the main body and in
English in thumbnail view at the end.)

The squirrels' busy year / A
First Science Storybook
Jenkins, Martin, 1959- author.

(Print Book) The perfect introduction to
seasons and weather for young children.
It's winter. It's cold! The squirrels are
digging up acorns to eat. But what will

they eat in the spring, when the acorns are gone?

The Bear Went over the
Mountain
Cabrera, Jane

(Print Book) In this take-off on the familiar
nursery rhyme, a series of animals looks
for a missing friend until all are on the
other side of the mountain, having a

jamboree.

This moose belongs to me
Oliver Jeffers.

(Print Book) Is it possible to own a moose?
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